for Marlex, i.e., "linear" (high-density) polyethylene is presented.
This EOS reproduces the experimental shock Hugoniot data for Marlex, thus fulfilling the primary purpose of this EOS to describe the compression region. The PVT (pressure-volume-temperature) data from this EOS are also compared with some data from static measurements and found to be reasonably good, given the simplicity of the models used to generate the EOS and given the dependence of PVT properties on the degree of crystallinity of the particular polyethylene sample being studied.
METHOD
A simple EOS for Marlex was generated using two computer codes, CANDIDE1 and PANDA.2'3 CANDIDE uses Thomas-Fermi-Dirac (TFD) theory to calctilate the thermal electronic contributions to the EOS; PANDA uses various models to calculate the other contributions to the EOS and to combine these results with the TFD results from CANDIDE to form an EOS.
For reasons of tractability, the models used to generate the simple EOS described here for Marlex do not explicitly treat Marlex as a polymer; however, experimental data for Marlex are used in these models, and thus the polymeric nature of Marlex is implicitly included at least in parts of the EOS. The repeat unit in a Marlex chain is CH2 . Therefore, Marlex was modeled as an average atom with an average atomic number of 8/3 and an average atomic weight of 4.6757. A reference density of 0.95399 . 0.954 Mg/m3 at pressure P = O and temperature T = 298.15 K was used.
The thermal electronic contributions were calcdated by CANDIDE run in its standard mode with an exchange constant of 2/3. The other contributions to the EOS were generated from PANDA in the manner described in the following paragraphs:
The solid lattice vibrations were calculated by a solid-gas interpolation scheme,2 which reduces to a Debye model at low temperatures and high densities and which reduces to an ideal gas at high temperatures or low densities. This solid-gas interpolation scheme was matched with a virial expression at the density P = 0.954Mg/m3; this virial expression was used for p < 0.954 14g/m3. In Table 1 , and initial energy (EO) is in "SES" refers to the Sesame total EOS tables, and "EXP" refers to the experimental Hugoniot information. Here, PO(HUG) and EO(HUG) are calculated from the total EOS tables using RO(HUG) = RO(EXP). It should be noted that the simple EOS of this report does not treat the liquid state yer se.
It should be noted that the static experimental PVT data in Table I fall between the P and V of the initial (unshocked) Marlex -samples and the~and~of the first data point for the shocked samples. 5 Not surprisingly, the best agreement between the densities from the EOS of this report and the densities from the static data seems to be for those PV points that appear to lie closest to the shock Hugoniot5 used in the generation of the simple EOS of this report.
It should be noted that the density of a Marlex sample at a giveñ and~depends on the degree of crystallinity of the sample. Table I may very well be due to differences in the crystallinities of the Marlex samples whose behavior is being compared.
It is not possible at present to comment on the accuracy of the EOS of this report at densities smaller than those of the compression region.
